The neurobiological substrates of significant age-related deficits in higher cognitive abilities mediated by the prefrontal cortex (PFC) are unknown. To address this issue, whole-cell current-clamp recordings were used to compare the intrinsic membrane and action potential (AP) firing properties of layer 2/3 pyramidal cells in PFC slices from young and aged behaviorally characterized rhesus monkeys. Most aged subjects demonstrated impaired performance in Delayed Non-Match to Sample (DNMS) task acquisition, DNMS 2 min delay and the Delayed Recognition Span task. Resting membrane potential and membrane time constant did not differ in aged relative to young cells, but input resistance was significantly greater in aged cells. Single APs did not differ in terms of threshold, duration or rise time, but their amplitude and fall time were significantly decreased in aged cells. Repetitive AP firing rates were significantly increased in aged cells. Within the aged group, there was a U-shaped quadratic relationship between firing rate and performance on each behavioral task. Subjects who displayed either low or very high firing rates exhibited poor performance, while those who displayed intermediate firing rates exhibited relatively good performance. These data indicate that an increase in AP firing rate may be responsible, in part, for age-related PFC dysfunction.
Introduction
Normal, non-pathological aging often results in marked dysfunction of the prefrontal cortex (PFC), as manifested by decreased ability to efficiently perform cognitive tasks (Fristoe et al., 1997; Gallagher and Rapp, 1997; Herndon et al., 1997; Moore et al., 2003) . Single and multiple unit recording studies in awake behaving monkeys have established that neurons in the PFC encode information during the execution of working memory tasks through sustained alterations in action potential (AP) firing rates (for reviews, see Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Fuster, 1997) . Thus PFC neurons specifically increase (or decrease) firing rates during different epochs of working memory trials (Funahashi et al., 1989; 1990; Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Constantinidis et al., 2001) . Since the sustained firing patterns of PFC neurons represent a temporally precise encoding of information during the execution of memory tasks, any age-related alterations in the electrophysiological properties of these neurons, including AP firing properties, could plausibly result in perturbed cognitive performance.
While it is now established that there is no overt loss of neocortical neurons with age (Peters et al., 1994 (Peters et al., , 1998a Hof et al., 2000; Peters, 2002a) , other, more subtle, alterations in the structure of neocortical neurons do occur. For example, aged neocortical neurons have been reported to undergo a decrease in soma size (de Brabander et al., 1998; Wong et al., 2000) , loss or regression of dendrites, loss of dendritic spines (Jacobs et al., 1997; Peters et al., 1998b; Page et al., 2002; Duan et al., 2003) , loss of synapses (Chen et al., 1995; Wong et al., 1998) and alterations in neurotransmitter receptors (Post-Munson et al., 1994; Rosene and Nicholson, 1999; Hof et al., 2002) . These structural changes could impact electrophysiological properties such as resting potential, membrane time constant, input resistance, and, importantly, repetitive AP firing properties. Much of what is known of age-related alterations in electrophysiological properties of single neurons has been gained from in vitro slice studies of rodent hippocampal pyramidal cells (for a review, see Barnes, 1994) , which indicate that there is a general preservation of neuronal function with little or no change in resting membrane potential, input resistance or single AP properties with age. However, an age-related decrease in the firing rate of rodent CA1 pyramidal cells, due to increased slow afterhyperpolarization (AHP) amplitude and duration and spike frequency adaptation is well established (Landfield and Pitler, 1984; Disterhoft et al., 1996; Power et al., 2002) . By contrast, single unit recordings of visual cortical neurons in the aged rhesus monkey in vivo reveal significantly increased spontaneous AP firing rates that are associated with degradation of stimulus selectivity (Schmolesky et al., 2000; Leventhal et al., 2003) . It is not known whether similar age-related alterations in firing rates of primate PFC neurons occur. Indeed, few studies have examined the effect of aging on the detailed electrophysiological properties of individual neocortical neurons, particularly in the primate. The present study was undertaken to address this issue by determining whether there are significant alterations in the basic electrophysiological properties, including AP firing properties, of layer 2/3 pyramidal cells in the PFC of aged, cognitively characterized rhesus monkeys.
Materials and Methods

Experimental Subjects
Coronal slices of the PFC (area 46) were obtained from 6 young and 11 aged rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) that were obtained from the Yerkes National Primate Research Center at Emory University and perfused as a part of an integrated study of normal aging. Young monkeys ranged in age from 6.0 to 10.2 years old and aged monkeys ranged from 19.2 to 29 years old (Table 1) . The monkeys were maintained at the Yerkes National Primate Research Center and subsequently at the Boston University Laboratory Animal Science Center (LASC) in strict accordance with animal care guidelines as outlined in the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and the US Public Health Service Policy on Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Both the Boston University LASC and the Yerkes Center are fully accredited by the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care and all procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of both institutions.
Behavioral Assessment of Cognitive Function
Nine of the 11 aged and four of the six young monkeys completed 6--9 months of testing on a battery of cognitive tasks that assess learning and memory function. Monkeys were tested on the following tasks: Delayed Non-match to Sample (DNMS) basic (learning), DNMS performance at 2 min delays and the Delayed Recognition Span Task (DRST), spatial modality. For detailed description of the implementation and assessment of performance on these tasks in monkeys, see Herndon et al. (1997) . From the scores on the DNMS basic task, the DNMS 2 min delay and DRST spatial condition, a composite score referred to as the Cognitive Impairment Index (CII) was derived (the average of the three standardized scores), using the guidance of a principal components analysis (Herndon et al., 1997) . Significant 'impairment' on a given behavioral task was defined as: >200 errors for the DNMS basic task, <78% correct for the DNMS 2 min delay task and a span of <2.5 for the DRST (Herndon et al., 1997) . In addition, monkeys which had a z-score of >2 on the CII were classified as cognitively impaired (Herndon et al., 1997) .
Preparation of Slices PFC slices were prepared from blocks of PFC obtained either as a biopsy prior to perfusion with 4% paraformaldehyde or following perfusion with Krebs' solution. There was no difference in the viability of slices prepared from tissue obtained with the two tissue harvesting methods. In both cases, monkeys were tranquilized with ketamine (10 mg/ml) and then deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (to effect 15 mg/kg, i.v.). While under deep anesthesia, the monkeys underwent a thoracotomy and were killed by exsanguination while perfused through the ascending aorta with 4 l of ice-cold Krebs--Henseleit buffer (concentrations, in mM: 6.4 Na 2 HPO 4 , 1.4 Na 2 PO 4 , 137 NaCl, 2.7 KCl, 5 glucose, 0.3 CaCl 2 , 1 MgCl 2 , pH 7.4; chemicals from Sigma, St Louis, MO) or with a 4% paraformaldehyde solution. In monkeys perfused with paraformaldehyde, an~10 mm thick block of the lower bank of the sulcus principalis (area 46 of the PFC) was taken as a biopsy prior to perfusion with fixative. In monkeys perfused with Krebs solution, a craniotomy was performed and immediately after perfusion, the dura was opened, the brain was removed from the calvarium and an~10 mm thick block of the PFC was removed. The PFC block was then cut into 400 lm thick transverse slices with a vibrating microtome in ice cold oxygenated Ringers solution (concentrations, in mM: 26 NaHCO 3 , 124 NaCl, 2 KCl, 3 KH 2 PO 4 , 10 glucose, 2.5 CaCl 2 , 1.3 MgCl 2 , pH 7.4; chemicals from Sigma). The average time from the beginning of the perfusion of the monkey to obtaining a slice of the PFC (10--15 min) did not differ between the two age groups. After cutting, slices were placed into oxygenated Ringer's solution at room temperature, where they were equilibrated for at least 1 h, after which a single slice was positioned under nylon mesh in a submersion type slice recording chamber (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) on the stage of a Nikon E600 infrared-differential interference contrast (IR-DIC) microscope (MicroVideo Instruments, Avon, MA). Slices from which recordings were obtained were constantly superfused with room temperature, oxygenated Ringers solution at a rate of 2--2.5 ml/min. Whole-cell recordings of visually identified layer 2/3 pyramidal cells in the lower bank of the sulcus principalis (Fig. 1) commenced following a further equilibration period in the recording chamber. To maximize the likelihood of sampling from the same population of layer 2/3 pyramidal cells across animals and age groups, recordings were consistently obtained from cells located~200--300 lm deep to layer 1, very large and very small pyramidal cells were not recorded from, and all cells included in analyses met the following electrophysiological criteria: a resting membrane potential of <-55 mV, stable access resistance over the course of the recording and the presence of an action potential overshoot.
Whole Cell Patch Clamp Recordings
Standard, tight-seal, whole cell patch clamp recordings (Edwards et al., 1989; Luebke and Rosene, 2003; Luebke et al., 2004) of layer 2/3 pyramidal cells in area 46 were made with patch electrodes fabricated on a Flaming and Brown horizontal micropipette puller (Model P-87, Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA) from nonheparinized microhematocrit capillary tubes (Fisher, Pittsburgh, PA). Recording pipettes were filled with an internal solution of the following composition (in mM): 100 potassium aspartate, 15 KCl, 3 MgCl 2 , 5 EGTA, 10 Na-HEPES, pH 7.4 (chemicals from Fluka, New York). With this internal solution, recording electrodes had resistances of 3--6 MX in the external (Ringer's) solution. Experiments were performed with List EPC-7 or EPC-9 patch clamp amplifiers and 'Pulse' acquisition software from HEKA elektronik (Lambrecht, GDR). Recordings were low-pass filtered at 10 kHz and access resistance was monitored throughout each experiment.
Morphological Identification
In some experiments 1% biocytin was included in the recording electrode solution to allow filling and subsequent reconstruction of neurons from which recordings were made. Following recording, the electrode was slowly raised from the tissue under visual guidance to avoid disruption of the cell membrane. Slices were then transferred to a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) and kept at 4°C overnight. Slices were processed for visualization of filled cells the following day using the method of Horikawa and Armstrong (1988) and as described by Luebke and Rosene (2003) .
Characterization of Intrinsic Membrane and AP Firing Properties
Cells were recorded in the current clamp mode for the duration of the experiments. Resting membrane potential was determined by measuring the membrane voltage in the absence of current input. A series of 200 ms hyperpolarizing and depolarizing current steps (11 steps, ranging from -120 to +80 pA) were applied to the cell from a baseline potential of -70 mV to determine passive membrane and single AP characteristics. A series of prolonged 2000 ms steps (seven steps, ranging from +30 to +330 pA) were also applied from a baseline potential of -70 mV to examine repetitive AP firing properties over the course of this longer depolarizing pulse. Membrane voltage responses to the 200 ms current steps were measured at steady state and plotted on a voltage--current (V-I) graph. Input resistance for each cell was determined by the slope of the best-fit line through the linear portion of this graph. The membrane time constant (tau) was determined by fitting the membrane potential response to a small hyperpolarizing pulse to a single exponential function. Single AP characteristics, including amplitude, threshold and kinetics (rise time, duration at half amplitude and fall time), were analyzed as previously described (St. John et al., 1997; Luebke and Rosene, 2003) . Afterhyperpolarization (AHP) amplitudes were measured DNMS basic 5 total number of errors; DNMS delay 5 % correct; DRST 5 average total span; CII 5 z-score. *P \ 0.04.
from baseline (membrane potential during the prepulse) to maximal amplitude. Frequency--current (f-I) plots were generated by plotting the frequency of APs generated versus depolarizing current step amplitude. Interspike intervals (ISIs) over the course of the 2 s depolarizing current step were also measured for each current step; the degree of adaptation was quantified as the ratio of the first to the last ISI. All electrophysiological data were initially analyzed using the 'Pulse-Fit' analysis program from HEKA elektronik (Lambrecht, GDR), and further analyzed with 'Igor Pro' software (WaveMetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego, OR).
Statistical Analyses of Data
All behavioral data were analyzed for statistical significance using the Student's t test (two-tailed) with significance defined at P < 0.05. Differences in physiological parameters in cells taken from aged versus young monkeys were analyzed using generalized linear models via generalized estimating equations. The estimated differences and the P values for these differences obtained from these models appropriately account for the fact that multiple observations (recordings from multiple cells) were made on each animal (i.e. 'clustering', or correlation, within each animal). Relationships between variables (that differed significantly between the young and aged groups) and performance scores on each behavioral test within the aged group only were examined with both linear regression analysis and with a quadratic function. Correlations were performed within the aged group only in order to determine relationships of electrophysiological variables to cognitive decline associated with aging rather than to aging alone. Data are reported as mean ± SD in the table and as mean ± SEM in graphs and text.
Results
Most but Not All Aged Monkeys are Impaired with
Regard to Rule Learning, Recognition Memory and Working Memory Nine of 11 aged and four of six young monkeys completed testing on the DNMS basic, DNMS 2 min delay and DRST spatial tasks (Table 1) . As a group, aged monkeys were significantly impaired on learning the DNMS basic task rule relative to the young group (P < 0.04). The variability in performance on the DNMS 2 min delay and DRST spatial tasks was high within the aged group, with some aged monkeys performing very poorly and others performing well (Table 1) ; thus, there was no significant overall difference between the young and aged monkeys as groups on these tasks. Moreover, there was no difference in the CII, which is a composite of DNMS basic, DNMS 2 min and DRST tasks. Thus, within this sample of aged monkeys, most exhibited poor cognitive performance while some were relatively spared, facilitating subsequent correlation of physiological variables with cognitive performance within the aged group.
Population of Cells Examined
Intrinsic membrane properties were determined from a total of 62 pyramidal cells from 11 aged monkeys and 35 pyramidal cells from six young monkeys (Table 1) . Action potential properties were measured in 52 of the pyramidal cells from nine aged monkeys (all except AM160 and AM110, Table 1 ) and in 27 pyramidal cells from five young monkeys (all except AM128, Table 1 ). Recordings were obtained from neurons that were identified as pyramidal under IR-DIC optics as they possessed a pyramidal shaped soma with a single, large diameter apical dendrite oriented toward the pial surface. All neurons used for analysis had resting membrane potentials negative to -55 mV and an AP overshoot. In some experiments neurons were identified with biocytin labeling following electrophysiological recording; in each case, these cells had a typical pyramidal neuron appearance (n = 10, Fig. 1 ). Single APs Have Significantly Lower Amplitudes and Faster Fall Times in Aged Layer 2/3 Pyramidal Cells Single AP properties were evaluated from APs evoked by a justsuprathreshold depolarizing current stimulus (Fig. 3) . The amplitude of the current step required to evoke a single AP was lower in most aged cells compared with most young cells, with, for example, 58% of aged cells firing at least 1 AP in response to an 80 pA step, compared with only 22% of young cells (Fig. 3A) . Single APs did not differ in cells from the two age groups with regard to threshold, duration at half amplitude or rise time (Fig. 3B,C 1,3,4 ) . The mean threshold for AP firing was -42.3 ± 0.5 mV versus -42.0 ± 1.1 mV in cells from aged versus young monkeys, respectively. AP amplitude was modestly but significantly lower in aged cells at 84.8 ± 1.4 compared with 88.3 ± 0.7 mV in young cells (P < 0.03). The duration of APs at half maximal amplitude was 1.5 ± 0.08 ms (aged) and 1.7 ± 0.09 ms (young), and their rise time was 0.94 ± 0.04 ms (aged) and 0.93 ± 0.06 ms (young). Finally, the fall time of APs was significantly shorter in aged cells (aged = 2.13 ± 0.08 ms; young = 2.5 ± 0.14 ms, P < 0.05). There was a significant positive linear relationship between AP fall time and duration in the cells included in these studies (P < 0.001, not shown). However, while the age-related difference in fall time achieved statistical significance (P < 0.05), the difference in duration represented a trend but just failed to achieve statistical significance (P < 0.06).
Input Resistance is Significantly Increased while
Medium AHP Amplitude is Unchanged While Slow AHP Amplitude is Significantly Increased in Aged Layer 2/3 Pyramidal Cells In both young and aged cells single APs were followed by both a fast and a medium duration AHP (Fig. 4A,B) , while a train of APs was followed by an AHP that was comprised of both medium and slow components (Fig. 4C) . In most cases the medium AHP masked the fast AHP almost completely, resulting in an AHP that appeared to be monophasic, or with only a small notch indicative of the fast AHP (Fig. 4A) . In a small number of cells (21 of 97 cells examined), the fast AHP preceding the medium AHP was more clearly discernable, but because of the difficulty of accurately measuring the fast AHP in the majority of cells, fast AHP amplitude was not measured in the present study.
Medium AHPs, measured following single APs (evoked by a justsuprathreshold depolarizing current stimulus), did not differ with regard to amplitude (aged = 11.7 ± 0.6 mV; young = 10.9 ± 1.0 mV). As shown in Figure 4 , the amplitude of the slow AHP following trains of APs evoked by 2 s depolarizing current steps was significantly greater in aged cells at the 180, 230 and 280 pA steps (P < 0.02 at each step), with mean values of 3.3 ± 0.3 mV (aged) versus 2.0 ± 0.2 mV (young), 3.1 ± 0.5 mV (aged) versus 1.8 ± 0.2 mV (young) and 2.7 ± 0.4 mV (aged) versus 1.8 ± 0.09 mV (young), respectively. There was a trend (P < 0.06) toward a similar age-related increase in slow AHP amplitude at the 330 pA step, with mean values of 3.05 ± 0.6 mV (aged) and 2.0 ± 0.1 mV (young). Linear regression analysis revealed that at these current steps slow AHP amplitude was not significantly related to AP firing rate (not shown). Figure 4B demonstrates that similar slow AHP amplitudes were observed in response to steps ranging from 180 to 330 pA (which elicited increasing numbers of APs; see 
AP Firing Rate is Significantly Increased in Aged Layer 2/3 Pyramidal Cells
Trains of APs were evoked by application of 2000 ms depolarizing current steps of increasing amplitude. All neurons in this study displayed slowly adapting, regular spiking (RS) AP firing characteristics, exemplified by the representative cells in Figure  5A . None of the cells in the sample were of the intrinsic bursting (IB) or fast-spiking (FS) types. Typical for slowly adapting RS cortical neurons described in other studies (Connors et al., 1982; Agmon and Connors, 1992; Yang et al., 1996; Degenetais et al., 2002) these cells showed no depolarizing afterpotential following spikes, a depolarizing sag in response to a strong hyperpolarizing current step, and in most cases, a progressive increase in firing threshold with an increase in depolarizing current stimuli amplitude. In most of the cells (both young and aged) the first two APs in the train occurred as a doublet (e.g. Fig. 5A ). The number of APs generated by a depolarizing current step of a given amplitude was significantly greater in the cells from aged monkeys than in those from young monkeys at each stimulus amplitude as shown by the f-I plot in Figure 5B . The mean frequency of APs elicited by a 30 pA step was 1.1 ± 0.4 Hz (aged) versus 0.02 ± 0.01 Hz (young, P < 0.004), by a 180 pA step was 11.4 ± 1.4 Hz (aged) versus 6.5 ± 0.6 Hz (young, P < 0.001), by a 230 pA step was 12.5 ± 1.7 (aged) versus 9.1 ± 1.0 (young, P < 0.02) and by a 280 pA step was 14.8 ± 1.6 Hz (aged) versus 11.1 ± 0.8 Hz (young, P < 0.02). Figure 5C demonstrates a significant positive linear relationship between firing rate and input resistance (r = 0.66, P < 0.001). The significant increase in frequency of AP firing was also manifested by a significant decrease in the interspike interval (Fig. 5D,E) .
The degree of adaptation of firing was computed by determining the ratio of the 1st interspike interval to the last interspike interval of a train of spikes evoked over the duration of steps of increasing depolarizing current (Fig. 5E ). At each current step, young cells adapted to a significantly greater extent than did aged cells (Fig. 5D ,E, P < 0.03).
Input Resistance and AP Firing Rates Are Significantly Related to Cognitive Performance within the Aged Group
The five physiological variables that were significantly different in aged compared with young cells were input resistance (increased), AP amplitude (decreased), AP fall time (decreased), slow AHP amplitude (increased) and AP firing rate (increased). In initial analyses, each of these individual variables was plotted versus score on each individual behavioral task within the aged group, and Pearson Product Moment correlations performed. Data from eight of the nine behaviorally characterized aged monkeys were used, as a slightly different electrophysiological protocol was employed for one monkey and hence it was excluded from correlation analyses. With this linear analysis, there was no significant relationship between cognitive performance and input resistance, AP amplitude, AP fall time, slow AHP amplitude or AP firing rate (all P values > 0.05, Fig. 6 , gray lines). By contrast, there was a significant relationship between behavioral task score and both input resistance (not shown) and AP firing rate when the data were fit with a quadratic function (Figs 6 and 7) . However, when AP amplitude, AP fall time or slow AHP amplitude were plotted versus behavioral task score and fit with a quadratic function, no significant relationship was observed (not shown).
The pattern of the relationship between behavioral test score and both input resistance and firing rate was similar across all of the behavioral tasks and is exemplified by the results shown for the CII (Fig. 6) . As shown in Figure 6 , there was a significant Ushaped relationship between CII z-score and firing rates elicited by the 230 and 280 pA steps (P < 0.02), but not with the 30, 180 and 330 pA steps. Thus, those subjects displaying relatively low and those displaying very high firing rates in response to the 230 and 280 pA steps exhibited poor performance on behavioral tasks, and subjects displaying intermediate rates of firing exhibited relatively good performance. This same relationship held for the individual behavioral tasks, with a significant relationship with firing rate observed at the 230 pA (Fig. 7) and 280 pA (not shown) steps, but not at lower and higher amplitude current steps (not shown). In summary, AP firing rates at the 230 pA step were related in a U-shaped manner with CII [r 2 = 0.594, r = 0.770 (df = 6); P < 0.02], DNMS basic [r 2 = 0.448, r = 0.669 (df = 6); P < 0.05], DNMS 2 min delay [r 2 = 0.705, r = 0.840 (df = 6); P < 0.005] and the DRST spatial task [r 2 = 0.751, r = 0.866 (df = 6); P < 0.005]. Similar relationships were seen at the 280 pA step (not shown). To the extent that this in vitro pattern of significant U-shaped relationships between firing rate and behavioral performance reflects the in vivo state, it suggests that there is an optimal firing rate for optimal behavioral performance, and that firing rates that are too low or too high are associated with impaired behavioral performance. Hence this supports the idea that the precise timing of AP firing is critical for optimal performance on cognitive tasks.
Discussion
The present study was undertaken to determine whether the basic electrophysiological properties of layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons in the rhesus monkey PFC undergo significant changes with age and whether any such changes are associated with cognitive performance. Cells from aged monkeys exhibited: (i) normal resting membrane potential and membrane time constant; (ii) no change in AP threshold, duration or rise time; (iii) significantly increased input resistance; (iv) significantly decreased AP amplitude and fall time; (v) significantly increased slow AHP amplitude and no change in medium AHP amplitude; and (vi) significantly increased AP firing rates in response to prolonged depolarizing current steps. The increases in input resistance and in firing rate were significantly related, in a U-shaped manner, to performance on the DNMS basic, DNMS 2 min delay and DRST tasks, with low and very high firing rates related to poor performance and intermediate rates related to good performance on these tasks.
Intrinsic Membrane Properties
While resting membrane potential and membrane time constant did not differ, there was a significant increase in the input resistance of pyramidal cells with age. There are several possible cellular alterations that could underlie this increase. First, cortical pyramidal cell somata could be smaller in aged compared with young monkeys and indeed there is morphological evidence that this may be the case (de Brabander et al., 1998; Wong et al., 2000) . Secondly, the reported loss or regression of dendrites in these neurons Duan et al., 2003) may contribute to an increase in input resistance (Bekkers and Hausser, 2003) . Thirdly, a significant decrease in the density of ion channels in the aged cells could underlie such an increase. Finally, age-related decreases in spontaneous synaptic activity could theoretically lead to an increase in input resistance. High levels of background synaptic activity result in lower levels of input resistance in pyramidal cells recorded in vivo than are seen when background activity is low or in neurons in cortical slices in which basal synaptic activity is also low (Pare et al., 1998) . However, while monkey layer 2/3 pyramidal cells in the PFC exhibit an age-related decrease in excitatory synaptic responses (which could result in increased input resistance), they also exhibit a significant increase in inhibitory synaptic responses (Luebke et al., 2004) , which may lead to increased current shunting at the soma and hence decreased input Firing rate elicited by the 230 pA step is significantly related to scores on CII, DNMS basic, DNMS delay and DRST. Arrow in DNMS delay graph indicates the presence of two overlapping data points. Dashed line indicates performance level above which subjects are considered 'impaired' (see Materials and Methods, and Herndon et al., 1997) . Note the U-shaped relationship between firing rate and behavioral test score for each task.
resistance. Further studies examining the effects of glutamatergic and GABAergic antagonists on input resistance and firing properties of these cells will shed light on this important issue. Regardless of mechanism, this significant increase in input resistance could impact other basic electrophysiological properties of these neurons such as response to synaptic inputs and repetitive AP firing properties.
Single AP and AHP Properties While the threshold, rise time and duration of single APs were unchanged with age, their amplitude and fall time were both significantly decreased in aged cells. Such alterations in amplitude and fall time could be explained by either a reduction of sodium channels and/or an increase in potassium channels involved in a D-type current. Further voltage-clamp studies are required to examine this issue. One important mechanism by which AP firing rates might be increased in aged cells is through alterations in AHPs responsible for AP repolarization (fast and medium AHPs) and spike frequency adaptation (medium and slow AHPs; for a review, see Sah, 1996) . Whether these AHPs and their underlying currents are changed with age is an important question, given their key role in the regulation of firing patterns (for a review, see Sah and Davies, 2000) . In the present study it was not possible to rigorously quantify the amplitude or kinetics of the fast AHP, as it was often masked by the medium AHP. The amplitude of the medium AHP, measured following single APs, was unchanged with age. By contrast, a significant age-related increase in the amplitude of the slow AHP following trains of spikes evoked by depolarizing current steps was observed in these studies. This is an unexpected finding, given that the slow AHP is known to decrease firing rates (by increasing spike frequency adaptation) and aged layer 2/3 pyramidal cells exhibit significantly increased firing rates and decreased adaptation. In addition, previous studies of aged rodent hippocampal pyramidal cells have shown a similar agerelated increase in the amplitude and duration of the slow AHP that was correlated with decreased firing rates and increased spike frequency adaptation (Landfield and Pitler, 1984; Disterhoft et al., 1996 , Power et al., 2002 ; for a review, see Thibault et al., 1998) . The explanation for this apparent discrepancy is currently unclear and requires further detailed voltageclamp analyses of pharmacologically and biophysically isolated currents responsible for AP repolarization and for spike timing in young and aged cells.
AP Firing Rates
The key finding of this study was of significantly increased AP firing rates in cells from aged monkeys. Inter-spike interval and degree of spike frequency adaptation in response to current steps were also significantly decreased in the aged cells. Since a positive relationship between input resistance and firing rate was observed, it is likely that increased input resistance is a significant contributor to increased firing rate. However, this does not rule out the possibility that age-related alterations in the ionic currents responsible for the timing of spike trains, as discussed above, may also contribute to changes in firing rates. It is also hypothetically possible that an age-related increase in excitatory synaptic drive and/or a decrease in inhibitory synaptic drive could contribute to increased firing rates. However, this idea is contradicted by evidence for significantly decreased excitatory and increased inhibitory synaptic responses in aged layer 2/3 pyramidal cells of the monkey PFC (Luebke et al., 2004) .
Functional Implications
A fundamental principle in neuroscience is that the frequency and temporal patterns of APs encode the informational output of neurons. This principle has been demonstrated for neurons in diverse cortical areas including the PFC (for reviews, see Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Fuster, 1997) . Single and multiple unit recordings of pyramidal cells in the PFC of awake, behaving monkeys have shown that these cells dramatically increase (or decrease) firing frequencies during different epochs of a working memory task. Thus, the mnemonic event in a working memory task is exquisitely encoded for by sustained changes in AP firing rates of pyramidal cells in the PFC. The demonstrated age-related increase in baseline firing rates of these cells could significantly alter their ability to undergo behaviorally driven sustained changes in firing rate and ultimately lead to cognitive impairment. Interestingly, Leventhal and co-workers have demonstrated that visual cortical neurons in the anesthetized aged monkey exhibit significantly increased spontaneous AP firing rates in vivo that are associated with degradation of stimulus selectivity (Schmolesky et al., 2000; Leventhal et al., 2003) . Comparable recordings have not been performed in the PFC of aged monkeys and it remains to be determined whether the significant increase in AP firing rate measured in the in vitro slice preparation are mirrored in vivo. However, there is evidence indicating that the in vitro model of aging may reflect similar in vivo processes. For example, the intrinsic membrane and AP firing properties of neurons in the in vitro slice are almost identical to those determined with intracellular recordings in the rat PFC in vivo (Degenetais et al., 2002) . In addition, the significant relationship of input resistance and firing rate to cognitive performance indicates that in vitro data have relevance to in vivo behaviors.
In aged monkeys, across all behavioral tasks, AP firing rates evoked by the 230 and 280 pA steps were significantly related to performance, such that the monkeys with the lowest and highest firing rates exhibited poor performance while those subjects with intermediate firing rates exhibited good performance. This suggests that performance is dependent on a precise pattern of neural activity in which too low firing rates are insufficient to contrast relevant from background stimuli, and too high firing rates may result in increased 'noise.' Such Ushaped relationships are not unusual in biological systems.
Interestingly, the relationship of firing rate with performance was seen only at the 230 and 280 pA current steps; firing rates elicited by lower and higher amplitude steps were not significantly related with performance. This indicates that much lower frequencies of firing elicited by low amplitude steps and much higher frequencies elicited by high amplitude steps are not as relevant to performance as the moderate firing frequencies elicited by the 230 and 280 pA steps. This is consistent with the idea that there is an optimal firing rate that underlies optimal encoding of information relevant to performance on behavioral tasks. If this is the case, it might be expected that the mean AP firing rate of cells from aged monkeys which performed well on the behavioral tasks would be similar to those of young monkeys which also perform well on these tasks. However, this was not the case; the mean firing rate of cells from aged monkeys which performed well was consistently significantly greater than the firing rate of cells from young monkeys at each current step. These findings are consistent with the idea that the optimal firing rate in aged monkeys is shifted to higher frequencies. Such a shift may plausibly be a compensatory response to increased AP conduction failure secondary to the extensive myelin dystrophy seen in the primate PFC with aging (for a review, see Peters, 2002b) . Thus in the aged PFC, higher rates of firing may be required to maintain functions encoded by lower rates in the young PFC.
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